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Project Dossiers



Project Dossiers 
The following section of the MTP helps provide better communication of the surrounding Context for each planned transportation project. Maps have been 
developed using data from local, state, and federal sources in order to provide and understanding of the past, present, and projected future of projects. The 
criteria used include volume /AADT, crash history , roadway classification, environmental justice, and hazard mapping.  

AADT Map: shows the project with nearby AADT (Annual Average Daily 
Traffic) count stations. Traffic count information is collected and provided 
by NCDOT. Most of the stations are based on 2018 data.  



Safety Map: uses crash data provided by NCDOT to illustrate the crash 
history for all users in the project area. Crashes are categorized by type, 
and intersections are summarized by total number of crashes. Crash data 
used covers the five year period from 2014 through 2018.  

CTP Map: gives a general context of the MTP project and illustrates major 
roads and the project classification found in the MPO’s Comprehensive 
Transportation Plan (CTP.)This includes class of roadway, Municipal 
boundaries, water features and surrounding intersections/ interchanges. 



Natural and Other Hazards Map: shows surrounding historic 
hazards, including past landslides, slop failures, wildfires, and other 
known or potential hazards.

Environmental Justice: shows surrounding areas of concern 
pertaining to environmental justice and also illustrates the 
Communities of Concern, detailed in the Environmental Justice 
chapter. Values shown are at the block group level and our 
percentage is out of 1.0  



General Information and Design: *These dossiers are accessible project-
by-project through the MTP Online Project Map -HERE * gives the basic 
information for each project (project description, cost estimate, and 
project termini) as well as information on the current designs of each 
project. Some funded projects have more updated designs, others have 
NCDOT cross-sections that cost estimates are based on. NOTE: many 
projects in the MTP do not have completed designs and may change as 
engineering is completed.

https://arcg.is/fG81S



